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tom and jerry: fists of furry is a 3d fighting video game released on the nintendo 64. in this game,
players control a cat and a mouse. the cat, named tom, is the ground fighter and tries to avoid or deflect
attacks from the mouse, named jerry, who attacks using a variety of weapons. each level represents a
different season from the tom and jerry cartoon series, and the level is played out by tom and jerry in a
one-on-one fight. tails or no tails, the cat and mouse will have to slug it out in a series of best-of-three
fights. tom's first move is to test jerry's reflexes by jabbing at him for a few seconds while he remains
seated. the weakness of this move is immediately obvious: jerry can leap over it, and tom can't get up
again. this means that jerry is the one with the edge, since he can do a lot more. tom's second move

involves throwing three hammers in jerry's direction. the second downside to this move is that after the
first hammer lands, jerry can raise his hands and block each of the next two with his fingers. the third
move involves tom charging at jerry and hammering him in the side with a sledgehammer. jerry can't
block this attack since tom's timing is perfect for it. unfortunately, the only way to attack from jerry's

side of the screen is a weak hammer swipe. he can't really punch out at tom directly, though the width
of his palms and the waxy texture of his knuckles suggest it should be possible. plus, jerry can't turn to
block tom's dashingly fast attacks, even though the game indicates that he can. tom's three-hammer
approach has a power that doesn't seem to match its weakness, especially when he uses a medley of

special moves to slam three hammers into the body of his enemy.
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